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Please remember that
both the MCA
Membership Dues and
Newsletter
Advertisement Fees will
increase by $5
respectively. This will
help us continue the
many events we have in
our beloved Middleridge
community!

HAPPY NEW YEAR!!!
It’s 2019, it’s fresh, it’s
new, and it’s a chance we
get every 365 days to
make grand plans, store
up hope, and think about
what can be. It’s also a
time when we know the
snow storms, snow days,
and ice-covered early
mornings are upon us.
Though I’m taking the
optimistic approach.
Since we’ve passed the
Winter Solstice (Dec 21st)
already, each day is
bringing us just a little
more sunlight. However
you look at the start of
the New Year, it’s here,
and it’s time to put the
fresh start to good use. I
hope last month’s holiday
season brought you all
some time with family
and friends and a bit of a
break from the hectic day
-to-day rush of Northern
Virginia.
We got a beautiful winter
day (and one of our driest) for Santa to visit us
atop of a siren-blaring
fire-truck. Hopefully the

kids, and the adults who
are kids at heart, were
able to get a few pieces
of candy tossed to them
by the man in red. This
is a service provided by
the Burke Volunteer
Fire and Rescue Department
(BVFRD.org), and we
are grateful to have
them looking out for us
and being part of our
community. A thank
you, also, to Al &
Sandy Obuchowski
for ensuring that Santa
had plenty of candy to
share with the Middleridge kids.
It was also nice to see
how many residents put
out luminaries during
Christmas Eve. As I
mentioned last month,
this MCA supported tradition has been part of
Middleridge’s history
going back almost to its
founding. I hope having
our civic association provide the sand allowed
you to more easily take
part. As I noted previously, the sand was donated to the community
by David Mintz of
Yard Enhancement
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Services, and we thank
him greatly for this gesture. The luminaries provided a beautifully lit
path through our neighborhood, especially on
such a clear and crisp
December evening.
Congratulations to all
the winners of the Holiday Lights Decorating
Contest! I would like to
thank Al Obuchowski
and the group of Middleridge volunteers for judging our Holiday Lights
Decorating Contest this
year. This is always one
of the toughest volunteer
positions because there
are so many incredible
displays. My wife and I
love walking around the
neighborhood and seeing
all the lighting creations
out there. The imagination and effort put into
the decorations is quite
impressive. Remember,
you have about 350 days
or so till the next lighting
contest, so if you did not
win this year, or you
were inspired by a neighbor’s decorations, it’s
never too early to start
the planning process. 
Continued on Page 3
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Executive Board
Meeting
7:00pm
Students
Released 3
Hours Early

Second Grading
Period Ends

SCHOOLS CLOSED
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As for February, our Board has
decided to try to start a new event.
We’re calling it Valentines for
Veterans. At the moment, we are
still working out some details, but
our goal is to have the event
around February 14th. The idea
behind the event is to thank all of
the active duty and retired military veterans in our neighborhood.
We will have neighborhood kids
(and adults who want to participate) make valentines to be
dropped off at each service member’s house on Valentine’s Day.
To accomplish this event and to
make sure to do our best to include everyone, we’ll need to ask
for names of active and retired
military members of our community. I will be sending out a followon email asking residents to send
me names and addresses of service
members who live in Middleridge.
Our amazing newsletter director,
Catie Morales, has placed a
“ready-to-go” valentine on page 4
for kids to use, or they can make
their own. Additional details on
how all the valentines will be collected and delivered are being
worked out, so please look out for
informational emails in the next
few weeks. If you are willing to
volunteer to help with this event,
please let me know.
After months of deliberation and
listening to community members,
the Middleridge Civic Association
Board voted 4-0 in December to
raise the dues from $25/year to
$30/year. In our opinion, an annual cost of $30 per household for all
the events our association is able
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to execute is still of tremendous
value. Our hope is that this small
monetary increase will allow us to
continue some of our most-loved
events, try out some new activities, and keep our association
healthy and prosperous.
Finally, as I started off this newsletter exclaiming the beauty of
the New Year and all the hope it
brings, I feel it would be appropriate to present my 3 hopes for Middleridge and our Civic Association
in 2019.
1. I hope we can continue to
grow as a diverse and welcoming community. As a
civic association and a
group of individual households, let’s take a little
more time to meet each
other and say “Hi.” So
many obligations and pursuits pull us away from
our community, and I
think it is this simple act
of sharing our lives with
our neighbors that
strengthens our sense of
community. I will continue
to encourage this simple,
yet important act of getting to know our neighbors
as long as I am president.
2. My hope is that we will
have many new names
added to the corps of MCA
volunteers. Whether it’s to
help support one of our
traditional activities, or to
lead one (or a new one), I
hope that you’ll take the
time to join us. The MCA
and our events can only
continue because of volunteers, and I have found
myself depending more
and more on the same
amazing people. While all
www.MiddleridgeFFX.org

our volunteers are incredible, we need more. Please
consider helping Middleridge continue to be a vibrant community by contacting the board or me to
volunteer.
3. My hope is that many of you
who are not members of the
MCA or have not joined in
several years will choose to
join our Middleridge Civic
Association Family in 2019.
Since I have been a part of
the MCA, our membership
has only included between
60-65% of Middleridge
homes. I ask that you think
about becoming a member
(and preferably an active
one). We live in an area that
can feel transient and
rushed all the time, but
Middleridge provides a
sense of stability and caring. It may sound like a
simple sales pitch, but it is
what I believe. It’s one of
the major reasons I have
grown to love living here.
My final hope for this year is that
your hopes for 2019 all come true,
too.
Happy 2019,
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Thanks to our Advertisers for supporting
The Middleridge Newsletter!
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Advertising Rate Increase!

Member

Non-Member

Full Page

$55

$80

1/2 Page

$35

$55

1/4 Page

$25

$35

1/8 Page

$15

$25

Monthly Deadline for ads and articles: 25th of the Month
Pay for a full year up-front and receive 1 Month Free!

www.MiddleridgeFFX.org
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Who Are We?: Hoops and YoYo, Domestic Short Hair Cats
Our Age: We are 10 years old.
Our Story?: We were born to a feral mom, and we were feral until our mom was captured and
spayed. We had 7 other brothers and sisters, and we were fostered by a nice lady in Springfield. When
we were 3 months old, we were part of an adoption fair at Petco, and that is where our family found
us. Our original names were Martini and Rossi, but our family changed them to Hoops and YoYo.
Our Special Skills: We have the unique skill of finding things we’re NOT suppose to play with, like
hair ties, pencils, rubber bands and Christmas ornaments. Hoops is a “daddy’s girl” and has claimed
him as her own, while YoYo is a “momma’s boy” and follows her everywhere around the house.
Our Favorite Thing to Do: We love to sit on top of our kitty condo and watch everybody outside,
and sleep … sleep is the best thing to do in the world!
Please Help Support: www.fourpaws.org—4 Paws Cat Rescue

Meet Hoops & YoYo Morales
Hoops

YoYo

If you would like to submit your furry friend for Pet of the Month, please send some fun details and
a picture or two to Newsletter Editor (editor@middleridgeffx.org).
www.MiddleridgeFFX.org
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Joy and Marcus Beal ~ Keys Ct
Relocated from Fairfax
One daughter at Bonnie Brae
One furry friend named “Stella”
Madeleine and Craig Schaefer ~ Andrews Chapel Ct
Relocated from Charleston SC
One toddler daughter
One infant son
One furry friend named “Nimitz”
____________________
Reminder to Block Captains and Neighbors!
YOU are an important link. Please contact me when new people move into your area.
Newcomers!
If you have recently moved in/back to Middleridge
and have not been officially welcomed, please contact me.
Carolyn Vaughan ~ welcoming@middleridgeffx.org
www.MiddleridgeFFX.org
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Chocolate Chip Pudding Cookies
Ingredients
1 cup salted butter (softened)

2.25 cup flour

3/4 cup brown sugar

3.4 oz pkg of instant vanilla pudding (dry)

1/4 cup sugar

1 tsp baking powder

1.5 tsp vanilla

1 cup milk chocolate chips

2 eggs (at room temp)

1 cup white chocolate chips

Steps
1) Heat oven to 350. Line baking sheet with baking mat or parchment paper.
2) Cream together butter and sugar in large mixing bowl for 2 minutes until smooth and fluffy.
3) Add in vanilla and beat in one egg at a time.
4) In a separate bowl mix together flour, pudding mix, baking soda and baking powder. Then slowly stir into
the wet ingredients. Stir in chocolate chips last.
5) Scoop dough onto baking sheet. Bake cookies for 8-10 minutes, or until edges are set.

www.MiddleridgeFFX.org
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Outbreaks of Gastrointestinal Illness More Prevalent This Time of Year
The Fairfax County Health Department is seeing an increase in
cases of gastrointestinal illness in the community and is reminding people to stay home when sick and for 24 hours after getting
better, and to practice good handwashing to prevent further
spread.
Gastrointestinal viruses, like norovirus, spread from person-toperson. The most common symptoms of norovirus include nausea, vomiting, stomach pain, and diarrhea. Additional symptoms
may include fever, headache, and body aches.
Symptoms usually develop 12 to 48 hours after being exposed to
the virus. There is no vaccine to prevent or medication to treat
norovirus. Most people will get better within one to three days,
but young children, older adults, and people with other medical
conditions are more at risk for complications, such as dehydration. If vomiting and diarrhea continues for more than a few
days, you should contact a physician.
“Holiday time, with family and friends getting together, is also a
time when gastrointestinal illness viruses can easily be spread,”
said Dr. Benjamin Schwartz, Director of Epidemiology and Population Health.
“Be aware and take steps to prevent illness. Good handwashing, staying away from others when sick and for 24 more hours,
and using a cleaner with bleach on any surfaces that may have been contaminated with the virus by someone who is ill can
help keep the holidays healthy and happy.”
In addition to investigating reports of illness, the Health Department works with facilities like schools, day cares centers and
nursing homes where outbreaks occur to ensure staff have appropriate cleaning protocols and other measures in place to stop
the spread of illnesses in their facilities.
Regular and appropriate handwashing is one of the most effective prevention methods for reducing the spread of norovirus
and other illnesses. People who are ill, or caring for someone who is ill, should wash their hands carefully with soap and water
before, during, and after preparing food. If soap is unavailable, hand sanitizer also can be effective. Hands should always be
washed after using the toilet, changing diapers, or washing soiled clothes or bedding. Sick people should not prepare food or
care for others.
Norovirus can be found in vomit or stool before someone feels sick and for two weeks or more after symptoms subside. Hard,
non-porous surfaces that have been contaminated by an ill person should be cleaned, and then disinfected immediately with a
chlorine bleach solution made by adding 5 to 25 tablespoons of household bleach to one gallon of water.
“Norovirus can spread in many ways, like touching objects or countertops that have norovirus droplets on them and then
touching your mouth, nose or eyes,” Schwartz said. “It only takes a very small amount of norovirus particles to make you sick.”
For additional information about norovirus visit the CDC website at www.cdc.gov/norovirus. Learn more about handwashing
and other healthy tips at www.fairfaxcounty.gov/health.
Contact Name
John Silcox, Communications Director
Contact Information
Fairfax County Health Department
John.Silcox@fairfaxcounty.gov
www.MiddleridgeFFX.org
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Neighborhood Watch
By Vernon Campbell
The end of the year and the beginning of the new one, at least in our general area, brings cold weather and hot chocolate,
gifts and cheer, and for some of us, some vacation visiting family and friends. With the colder weather comes snow and potential accidents. Holidays may bring gift boxes for electronics, and empty houses. But how do these things relate to Neighborhood Watch? Simple:
The first thing is it is very important for all of us to watch our speed in the neighborhood. No matter what you drive or
which member of your family is behind the wheel, speeding in our neighborhood continues to be an issue. I have been tailgated while driving on Payne’s Church, and have seen cars careening around corners on almost every street in our neighborhood.
NW is asking all of you to slow down. Ice makes the roads so much more dangerous so we really need to all make the extra
effort to reduce the speed, stay attentive to other cars, and come to complete stops and posted signs. I have seen people
completely slide through the stop sign on Middlegate due to black ice, and I am sure that can be the case at every intersection.
Additionally, the holiday spirit of giving and receiving is excellent but it's important to break down the boxes from those
new televisions, appliances, and toys. Putting them out as-is advertises all of the new items in your home and makes it
easier for a would-be thief to target you over your neighbor.
Another thing - if you are leaving the area for the holidays, we recommend stopping your mail and newspaper deliveries
(this can be done over the web, for both instances) keeping some lights on, and letting a trusted neighbor know that you
will be away. Let people you trust know and ask that they keep an eye on the house. If you'd like, let Neighborhood Watch
know and we'll try to do the same. No one can guarantee that nothing will happen to your house obviously, but a watched
house is better than an unwatched house and may assist in reporting suspicious activity around your residence.
This is an important item for ALL YEAR:
As my wife and I roamed the neighborhood for the Christmas Decorations judging, we noticed that many homes are essentially unmarked as to house number. Many times, Maureen had to jump out of the car (Yes, I DID stop first!) to find out
the house number from the mailbox. Many of the painted-on numbers on the curb have worn off, are obscured by leaves,
twigs and other items, or just are not there at all. And some of the ones without curb markings also do not have numbers
above or around the door. If we cannot find your house, do you really expect the Police or Fire Departments to easily identify your house in the case of an emergency? PLEASE for the safety of you and your family, walk outside right now and
check if your house number is easily found. If not, do something about it before it is too late. Home Depot and Lowe’s have
varied selections of home numbers, and I am pretty sure you could find something really cool online. Since we do not have
a HOA, your mind is your limitation in size and color.
Something further for all of Middleridge. We on the Neighborhood Watch take our patrolling very seriously. We still find
open garage doors at night, and this past summer, as is the case every year, we've had an influx of car break-ins and an
unfortunate case of vandalism. As a community, if you hear something in the middle of night, or see unmarked vans or
people acting suspiciously, DON'T hesitate to call the non-emergency police phone number (703-691-2131).
I've called it before and the police take every call seriously and appreciate a neighborhood that watches out for others. We
owe it to each other to do this simple service if we expect the same in return. Also, please remember to always lock your car
doors, even when they are parked in front of your house. Some of these recent break-ins have involved unlocked vehicles.
Stay safe, stay alert, and have a happy and responsible holiday season.
www.MiddleridgeFFX.org
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Holiday Light Decorating
Once again, the Middleridge Community has outdone itself in decorating for the Holidays. There are
so many beautifully decorated homes that it was again difficult for the judges to make their choices.
Speaking of judges, many thanks to the Steve Williams Family, the Vernon Campbell Family,
the Don Ditko Family, and the Rene Gonzales Family for volunteering as judges this year. And
finally, thanks to Sandy Obuchowski for preparing the beautifully packaged gifts for the awardees.
This year’s winners are:
Williamsburg Award: the DeStefano Family; 10703 Paynes Church Drive
Judges Special Award: the Baker Family; 10842 Paynes Church Drive
Traditional Award: the Olsen Family; 10812 Broadwater Drive
Wattage Award: the Taphorn Family; 10805 James Halley Drive
Group Award: “Candy Cane Lane” Ann Peake Drive; Members of the Group are
the Heintz Family, the Hansen Family, the Piwowar Family, the Checkosky Family, the
Hunt Family, the Williams Family, the Cunningham Family, the Tonkin Family, the
Conques Family, the Roberts Family, the Melanson Family, the Williams Family, the Wallis
Family, and the Eaton Family.
Unfortunately, one “Candy Cane Lane” home is not a member of the MCA and is not included in the
Group Award.

www.MiddleridgeFFX.org
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How To Dispose Of Your Christmas Tree In Fairfax County
Thinking about when you're going to take down your Christmas tree? Here's when and how to recycle it.
By Emily Leayman, Patch Staff

Now that Christmas Day has come and gone, you might
be wondering when it's time to take down the tree. Much
of it depends on when you got it and what condition it's
in.
The Fairfax County Fire and Rescue Department recommends putting out the tree immediately after Christmas,
or when it gets dry. Dried-out trees can present a fire hazard and should be put out away from the house.
Collectors will be taking Christmas trees left out at homes
on Jan. 1-11. Trees should be put out separately and be less than 8 feet tall. For larger trees, contact your collector
for recycling instructions. Lights, decorations and stands must be removed. After Jan. 11, residents must schedule a
brush pickup to have trees removed.
Christmas trees may also be recycled during the first two weeks in January at either the I-66 Transfer Station or the I95 Landfill Complex. There is a $5 fee per tree. The county asks that you remove ornaments, lights and tree stands
before recycling.
The National Christmas Tree Association offers these tips on recycling Christmas trees:
Curbside pick-up for recycling: Many providers will collect trees during regular pickup schedules on the two
weeks following Christmas. There are often requirements for size, removing ornaments, flocking, etc.
Drop-off at a recycling center: Most counties have free drop-off locations. Usually, you may take up to two trees
to a drop-off location at no charge.
Yard waste: Cut the tree to fit loosely into your yard waste container.
Tree recycling/mulching programs: Tree recycling and mulching programs are a fast-growing trend in communities throughout the nation. Check with your local department of public works for information. They chip and
shred the trees, then make the mulch available for use in your garden. Your hauler will notify you of pick-up
dates in your area. Be sure to check with your local hauler.
Nonprofit pickup: Call for an appointment to have a nonprofit organization in your area pickup your tree. Some
Boy Scout troops offer a pickup service for a small donation (often $5).

Image via David Allen/Patch
www.MiddleridgeFFX.org
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Middleridge Civic Association
November Executive Board Meeting —December 6, 2018, 7:00pm at Karrie Kay’s House

Call to Order: 7:14pm

Members Present: David Simon, Woody Hall, Karrie Kay, Catie Morales, Tim Harazin, Carolyn Vaughan
Review of Minutes: November Board Meeting—approved online

Treasurer’s Report: John Tedrick



Advertising rate increase- Board voted unanimously to increase advertising rates for 2019
2019 Business Advertising Rates:
Regular Member
Full Page $80
$55
½ page
$55
$35
¼ page
$35
$25
1/8 page
$25
$15
Planned

Actual

Income

21,292.01

21,897.81

Expenses

20,460.16

20,998.32

Middleridge Civic Association will end 2018 under budget.
Committee Reports



Webmaster/Server Update—Joe Landry
No Report



Membership—Al and Sandy Obuchowski
No Report



Publication (newsletter)—Catie Morales
Deadline for publications December 23, 2018



Welcoming—Carolyn Vaughan
One new neighbor welcomed



Neighborhood Watch—Vernon Campbell
No Report

Continuing Business—Issues and Updates


The Lighting Fund project

POC: Al Obuchowski

No Report


Yearly dues rate vote
www.MiddleridgeFFX.org
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Vote passed unanimously, 4-0, to increase membership rates to $30 per year in 2019.

Events
Completed Events/Reports



Feed the Firefighters- Nov10th
POC: Maryn Simon
Another successful event. There was plenty of food and the firefighters were very appreciative.
Thank you Middleridge community for coming together!

Upcoming Events



Christmas Eve Illumination
POC: Rick Jones
Sand for luminaries available December 21. Pick up in Joshua Davis Court



Holiday Light Display Contest
POC: Al Obuchowski
th
Judging will take place on December 15 from 6-10pm



Santa/Firefighter Visit
POC: Al Obuchowski
Santa will visit on December 22 between 1-3pm.



New Business:
Little library repairs
Tim Harazin will take on this task



Valentines for Veterans- Potential February Event POC: Maryn Simon, Karrie Kay
Valentines will be created for our neighborhood veterans. We will be requesting names of our veterans via our newsletter, website and email exchange. We are hoping to use our neighborhood Boy
Scout dens for delivery in February.



Member Ideas from the annual board meeting
Board would support a “Mom’s of Middleridge Group,” which was an idea brought to the board by an
interested community member. Board will reach out and see if this is something that member wants
to still pursue.



POC for NNO next year
Looking for two families to co-chair the event. Planning starts soon. Please consider helping to sustain this community event.



Trash Pick Up
The board understands the community issue with trash rates. We cannot provide any secured rate
for American or Republic Services at this time. The Board is looking into the issue.



Middleridge Letterboard Sign Damaged on Middlegate
Damage will be investigated. Estimates for damage and repair will be secured.

Place of next meeting:
January 10, 2019 7pm, Woody Hall’s Home

Adjournment: 8:16pm
www.MiddleridgeFFX.org
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Know Which Holiday Gifts Are Welcome in Our Park & Sky
It’s time to play with new toys. While
it is fun to head outside to try out new
holiday gifts, it’s important to know
the rules before bringing holiday gifts
into parks.
Here are some tips:
Use of drones is allowed but you must
comply with Federal Aviation Administration directives. Many parks are
located in no fly zones due to our proximity to Washington D.C., airports,
etc. Make sure you find out all the
rules and regulations that must be followed to safely and responsibly use
drones in parks at Model Aircrafts
and Drones.
 Projectiles are prohibited. Try out the new golf clubs only at a county golf course. Unless you’re in a
special archery program, leave bows and arrows at home. That goes for Tasers, spears, slingshots, dart
devices, and other high-speed missile projectiles, too.
 Knives with a blade more than four inches in length are prohibited, unless you’re using them to
prepare food. Metal detectors may only be used with the FCPA’s express written permission.
 Got a new puppy? Keep your furry friend on a leash, and no visiting a dog park until they are at
least four months old and not in heat. New pony? Stay in designated equestrian/riding areas. Feel free
to try out the new fishing rod, but you must comply with Virginia Department of Game and Inland
Fisheries laws and park rules.
 Take your new skates for a spin at the Fairfax or Mount Vernon ice rinks, but don’t tempt fate
by skating on any body of water in a park. Keep bicycles and skis on established trails, walkways
and roadways. No off-trail use. Similarly, do not sled or tube or ski on our golf courses once the snow
arrives.
 Keep the ear buds in your ears. If you want to play something loud enough for everyone around you
to hear, you need written permission from the Park Authority.
 If you want to spend the night in your new tent, plan to stay in a designated area, register and pay
the appropriate fees.
For more information, please contact the Public Information Office at 703-324-8662.

www.MiddleridgeFFX.org
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Licensed in Virginia
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2019 MIDDLERIDGE CALENDAR OF EVENTS
January

February

March

April

Executive Board Meeting

Executive Board Meeting

Executive Board Meeting

Executive Board Meeting

January 10th, 7:00pm

February 7th, 7:00pm

March 7th, 7:00pm

April 4th, 7:00pm

Valentines for Veterans

Easter Egg Hunt

February 14th

April 14th

Every Month:

MCA Board Meeting: 1st Thursday of the month

Neighborhood Watch

Newsletter Delivery: 5th of the month

Welcoming: As needed. Please notify Carolyn Vaughan

Middleridge Mailing Address
P.O. Box 208
Fairfax Station, VA 22039-0208

Middleridge Website

Executive Board
President—David Simon
Vice President—Woody Hall

Business Advertising Rates:

Secretary— Karrie Kay
Treasurer—John Tedrick
Other MCA Contacts
Webmasters—Joe Landry & Catie Morales
Newsletter Editor—Catie Morales
Distribution—Melody Rudy
Directory Editor—Al & Sandy Obuchowski
Membership—Al & Sandy Obuchowski
Neighborhood Watch—Vernon Campbell

www.middleridgeFFX.org

Regular

Member*

Full Page

$80

$55

1/2 Page

$55

$35



List of MCA Officers

1/4 Page

$35

$25



Committee Contacts

1/8 Page

$25

$15



Photos of Events Past & Present



Past Newsletter Issues

*2019 Paid MCA Member

Monthly Deadline for ads and articles: 25th of the Month

Look for:



Neighborhood Police
Reports



Middleridge Map/Street Name
History

Pay for a full year up-front and receive 1 Month Free!
Checks Payable to:
Middleridge Civic Association
P.O. Box 208

Letterboard Signs—Vernon Campbell

Fairfax Station, VA 22039

Welcoming Chair— Carolyn Vaughan

Mail ads to the address above or Email Ads to:

Notary—Catie Morales

NEW AD RATES!

Newsletter Administration

And much more!!!

editor@middleridgeFFX.org
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